CLOSING DOWN THE RANGE
FIRING POINT
At the end of shooting for the day, before switching off the system a shot count record
should be taken but only if a suitably experienced member is available to do so.
After the shot count reading or after completion of shooting switch off the monitors
by pressing the blue button on the cable switch at the SDU.
Switch off the generator and turn the fuel cap vent to the ‘OFF’ position.
Disconnect the power cable from the generator and yellow SDU box, dry it if
necessary, then loosely coil cable and store in the cable box.
Disconnect the cable between the yellow SDU unit and monitor 6. Coil the cable and
secure using the Velcro tabs before stowing in the cable box. If wet, dry the cable
first. NOTE: Only cables to be stored in the cable box.
Disconnect the cables between each monitor and coil, secure and stow as above. If
weather is wet, do all monitor work under the gazebos.
Collect the monitors lay them flat then remove the stands and re fit the hand screws
and washers to the monitors.
If wet, dry as much as possible before stowing in the blue boxes.
Monitor stands are stored in the Butts target shed, please do not take to the
armoury.
Ensure that the monitors are stored in their correct boxes, monitor numbers are
marked on outside of boxes and top of monitors.
Carefully carry the yellow SDU unit and monitors to the vehicle to be used to return
them to the armoury.
NOTE: The SDU and monitors contain sensitive electronics and must be handled
as you would a lap top computer.
Monitor covers should be stowed in the green bag. These are stored in the armoury.
Care is required to ensure that the transparent window in the covers is not scratched or
otherwise made opaque.
Box containing register, RCO box, unused club ammunition and club rifles if used are
also to be returned to the armoury. (See the armoury return instruction sheet))
Detail a butt party to close down the butts, with the same safety instructions as for set
up.
Detail someone to collect the flag and barrier sign (if long range shoot) from Gilbert’s
bridge and the flag and sign at the cattle grid and return them to Baithna.
Red rope and sign plus the ‘Vacant/Engaged sign to be returned to toilet shed and
door locked.

BUTTS CLOSE DOWN
Switch off the butts system at the box next to target 1, lock the box and return the key
to the nail in the wall above the wooden petrol can box in the target shed.
Remove the props and slowly lower all targets. Props should be left leaning against
the box section socket from which they were removed. This means they are to hand
when next raising the targets.
Check target faces for holes on the white surface and patch out as required. White
patches located in plastic box on shelf in target shed.
Replace target faces with those required for the next shoot as required. Refer to
programme for details, copy in target shed.
Release the ropes securing the tarpaulins and pull the tarps up onto the top of the
mantlet.
Throw the tarpaulins over the large wooden rail at the top of the target and spread it
out to cover the target and chain wheels. Secure the tarps to the anchor eyes (yellow
paint) at the bottom end using simple knots.
Ensure the props are at the rear of the target almost vertical and leaning against the
box section part of the frame and under the cover of the tarps.
Bring in the top flag from the bullet catcher and stow in target shed.
Stow generator in the van vault and lock it. Return key to nail in roof beam.
Stow the gazebos and trailer in the target shed then lock the shed.
If gazebos are soaking wet, remove them from their blue outer covers and stand them
upright in the target shed to dry.
Remember to bring back the radio if in the Butts.
Last person to leave the butts, please close and lock the gate.
Return the keys to the key box at Baithna, not forgetting the toilet key.

